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Preface 
The Effective Transport Data Management Suite for BMC Remedy Concepts 
Guide provides an overview of the data onboarding process using the Effective 
Transport application. This document also provides conceptual information about 
key features of the Effective Transport application to help BMC Remedy 8.1 
customers understand how to leverage Effective Transport, or better utilize 
Effective Transport, in their onboarding processes.  

Effective Transport is part of Effect-Tech’s growing suite of data management 
products. Run in conjunction with the BMC Remedy applications, Effective 
Transport significantly streamlines the time and effort required to configure and 
maintain the BMC Remedy IT Service Management (ITSM), Atrium CMDB, 
Service Request Management (SRM), and Service Level Management (SLM) 
applications. 

Audience 

This document is written for individuals who wish to gain a high-level 
understanding of the Effective Transport architecture and the data onboarding 
process to BMC Remedy 8.1 using Effective Transport.  

Related documents 

The following documents contain additional information about the Effective 
Transport software: 

Effective Transport Data Management Suite for BMC Remedy 

 Installation Guide 

 Release Notes 

 User's Guide 

 User's Guide, ITSM & People Data 

 User's Guide, Asset & CMDB Data 

 User's Guide, Service Request Management Data 

 User's Guide, Service Level Management Data 

 Customization Guide 

Contacting Us 

For questions about Effective Transport or other products by Effect-Tech, contact 
Customer Support at information@effect-tech.com.  

 

Effective Technologies   

2804 Mission College Blvd, Suite 210  

Santa Clara, CA 95054  

Phone: (408) 834-7554  

Fax: (408) 834-7571  

Email: information@effect-tech.com   

Web site: http://www.effect-tech.com

mailto:information@effect-tech.com
http://www.effect-tech.com/
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Chapter 1 

Deploying a data onboarding project 

This chapter provides an overview of the data onboarding process and describes 
the roles within an onboarding team. 

Effect-Tech’s suite of Effective Transport products significantly streamlines the 
effort and reduces the time required to gather and load data to BMC Remedy 
ITSM, Atrium CMDB, Service Request Management (SRM), and Service Level 
Management (SLM) applications. 

NOTE: For instructions on using the features described in this concepts guide, 
see the Effective Transport Data Management Suite User's Guide. 

 

Figure 1 - Effective Transport streamlines data onboarding and maintenance to BMC Remedy ITSM 
applications 

Data Onboarding – High-Level Overview 

The success of IT Service Management (ITSM) enterprise deployments often 
hinges on the ability to complete data configuration and maintenance tasks in a 
timely manner. Data onboarding - the process of loading data into the BMC 
Remedy ITSM foundation database tables and related BMC applications – can 
be a time- and labor-intensive endeavor that involves both business and 
technical resources.  

An onboarding deployment typically follows the steps below. 

1. Data collection - Source data is defined and collected. (Business) 

2. Pre-Validation – Collected data is reviewed to ensure it meets defined 
business requirements and processes. (Business) 

3. Import & Review / Pre-Validation – Data is reviewed by technical resources 
for adherence to ITSM requirements. (Technical) 

4. Data Load / Pre-Production Server – Data is loaded to pre-production 
servers. (Technical) 

5. Technical Post-Validation – Data on pre-production servers is reviewed to 
confirm that all records have been loaded and are accurate and complete. 
Errors are corrected, as necessary, and the data is reloaded. 
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6. User Acceptance Testing – The system is tested by the client to ensure the 
loaded data meets defined business requirements. 

 

Figure 2 – Overview of the data onboarding process. 

Data onboarding is an iterative process, as it may take numerous attempts to 
ensure the data in the target application meets defined business requirements 
and processes. 

Understanding the roles of the Data Onboarding Team 

A data onboarding deployment requires a team of both business and technical 
resources to ensure that the data is successfully loaded to the target application 
and that the data meets defined business and process requirements.  

This section describes the typical roles that make up an onboarding team.  

 Business Owner 
Defines data requirements and the process for gathering data. 

 Data Analysts 
Formats the collected data and inputs data into Effective Transport CSV files. 
Reviews data to ensure adherence to Effective Transport & ITSM 
requirements. 

 Data Load Team Lead / Administrator 
Sets up and oversees onboarding projects. 

 Data Load Team 
Carries out data onboarding tasks, including the import and transport of data, 
data validation, and data migration.  

Effective Transport benefits for data onboarding 

The Effective Transport application provides the following benefits to improve 
BMC Remedy ITSM data operations: 

 Effective Transport is built on an extensible framework to meet customers’ 
data needs. 

 Improved visibility into the onboarding process. 

 Support for simultaneous onboarding projects. 

 Simplified data collection through customizable CSV data files. 

 Iterative data loads with robust data validation and exception handling. 

 Ease of data portability between ITSM application environments. 

 Streamlined loading and updates of People/support staff data. 

 Bulk load Asset / CMDB data that typically requires manual creation. 
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 Simplified development and deployment of Service Request Management 
(SRM) and Service Level Management (SLM) catalogs. 
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Chapter 2 

Understanding Effective Transport's role in data 

onboarding  

This chapter provides an overview of the Transport onboarding process and 
architecture and introduces key features of the Effective Transport application. 

By streamlining data configuration and maintenance tasks associated with data 
onboarding projects, the Effective Transport application significantly reduces the 
time and effort required to load data to BMC Remedy IT Service Management 
(ITSM), Atrium CMDB, Service Request Management (SRM), and Service Level 
Management (SLM) applications. 

Overview of the Effective Transport architecture 

Effective Transport provides tools to streamline the data configuration and 
maintenance tasks associated with a data onboarding deployment. Built entirely 
on the BMC Remedy Action Request System®, Effective Transport uses AR 
System workflow to load critical customer data (stored in CSV files) to ITSM and 
other target applications, such as Atrium CMDB, Service Request Management 
(SRM), and Service Level Management (SLM). Proprietary staging forms are 
used as an intermediary step in the onboarding process. 

NOTE: Effective Transport can also onboard People foundation data that is 
stored in an LDAP directory. 

 
Figure 3 - Overview of data onboarding process using the Effective Transport application 
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Effective Transport & simultaneous onboarding projects 

Effective Transport supports simultaneously data onboarding projects. Effective 
Transport provides the tools necessary to load multiple datasets, from one or 
more customers, to the BMC Remedy IT Service Management (ITSM), Atrium 
CMDB, Service Request Management (SRM), and Service Level Management 
(SLM) applications. 

 
Figure 4 - Effective Transport support for managing simultaneous data loads 

Effective Transport in multi-server environment 

Effective Transport also supports data loads across multiple server 
environments. For example, after data has been loaded and validated in the 
Staging environment, Effective Transport can be used to load and validate this 
data at the QA, User Acceptance Testing (UAT), Production servers.  

 
Figure 5 - Effective Transport support for data loads across multi-server environments 

Effective Transport in a server group environment 

Effective Transport can be used to load data to the BMC Remedy applications in 
a server group environment. The server group can be configured in either a non-
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dedicated Transport server configuration (Figure 6) or a dedicated Transport 
server configuration (Figure 7). 

NOTE: In a non-dedicated server group environment, Effective Technologies 
recommends creating shared folders to hold the CSV (source data) and ARM 
(mapping) files used for data onboarding. All servers should be configured with 
access to these files. 

 
Figure 6 - Non-dedicated Transport Server Group 
environment 

 
Figure 7 - Dedicated Transport Server Group environment 
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The Transport onboarding process 

The Transport onboarding process is based on the best practices for onboarding 
data to BMC Remedy applications and consists of the following milestones:  

 Discover – Complete all activities required to gather the data to onboard.  

 Format – Use the collected data to populate Transport CSV files; review 
data for adherence to Effective Transport & BMC Remedy application 
requirements. 

 Import – Import the source data into Transport staging forms. 

 Review – Review data in staging forms for accuracy and completeness 

 Transport –Transport staging data into the target BMC Remedy application; 
review data for accuracy and completeness. 

 Promote (optional) – Transfer data to remote server(s) by leveraging the 
Distributed Server Option (DSO) feature of the BMC Remedy AR System or 
by importing and Effective Transporting data from CSV files on the remote 
servers. 

 
Figure 8  - Transport data onboarding milestones 
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Effective Transport and iterative data loading  

Effective Transport was designed to support iterative data loading. In an 
onboarding project, multiple data loads are typically required to ensure that the 
data loaded to the BMC Remedy target applications is complete and free of 
errors. Effective Transport enables users to validate data in the staging and 
application forms during the import and transport processes. Any errors that are 
identified can be corrected in the source CSV files, and the data re-imported and 
re-Effective Transported using the Effective Transport application. 

 
Figure 9 - Transport onboarding process 
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NOTE: When performing iterative data loads, users can utilize Effective 
Transport's cleanup features to bulk delete data from the staging forms and 
select foundation forms to prepare the environment for the import and transport 
of new data. Unclean data must be removed from the staging forms before the 
corrected data is re-imported. After data is Effective Transported, unclean data 
may need to be removed from both the staging forms and the BMC application 
forms before the corrected data is be re-imported and/or re-Effective 
Transported. 

Validating data 

Effective Transport supports data validation after both data import and data 
transport. Records in the staging forms and application forms can be checked for 
errors and completeness. Any errors that are found can be corrected and the 
revised data used to re-populate the CSV files. The data can then be imported 
and Effective Transported again. 

For People foundation data, validation reports and the Transport Data Viewer 
feature offer additional means to validate People data.  

Promoting data to remote servers 

After data has been successfully loaded to the BMC Remedy applications on the 
local server, Effective Transport can be used to promote the data to one or more 
remote servers. Data can be promoted to remote servers in one of the following 
ways: 

 Promoting data using the Distributed Server Option (DSO) feature of the 
BMC Remedy Action Request System 

 Promoting data using CSV files on remote servers 

Promoting data using the DSO feature 

Utilizing the DSO feature of the BMC Remedy AR System, the Transport 
Promote feature enables the promotion of data from the staging forms on the 
local server to staging forms on the remote server(s). 

NOTE: The Transport Promote feature requires that a DSO license be installed 
on the AR System on both local and remote servers. Data cannot be promoted 
on the remote server(s) if the DSO license is not available. 
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Figure 10 – Data promotion using the Transport Promote feature (DSO license required) 
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Promoting data using CSV files 

After data has been validated in the target applications on the local server, the 
CSV files containing the source data can be copied to the remote servers. 
Effective Transport can then be used to import and transport data from these 
CSV files to the target applications on the remote servers.  

 
Figure 11 – Data promotion using Transport CSV files 

Multi-tenancy support 

The Effective Transport application supports multi-tenancy. Data is segmented at 
the Customer level; that is, individual access to data is based on the Customer 
field. A Customer within the application can be any company that has a company 
type of Operating Company or any Customer and the company designation of -
Global-.  

Understanding Transport datalinks 

The Effective Transport application uses datalinks for data onboarding. Effective 
Transport contains datalinks that are data type-specific for all major ITSM data 
components, a collection of Asset and CMDB forms, and SRM and SLM data.  

For example, Effective Transport ships with datalinks that are specific for 
Company, Organization, and People foundation data. For the onboarding of 
Asset and CMDB data, Effective Transport has datalinks for loading Asset CIs as 
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well as relationships. Effective Transport has datalinks for loading SLM Service 
Target and SLM Service Agreement data. And for the onboarding of SRM data, 
Effective Transport has datalinks for Work Order Template (WOT), Process 
Definition Template (PDT), and Service Request Definition (SRD) data. 

Each Transport datalink consists of a collection of forms, workflow, and data 
components for a given type of data. All datalinks leverage internal Effective 
Transport functionality to import and transport data to target applications on a 
local server and promote the data to one or more remote servers. 

A datalink consists of the following components: 

 Configuration entry – Provides the connection information (AR Server, TCP 
port, User and Password) and folder information (location of the CSV data 
files and ARM mapping files) that are passed to the AR System to execute 
an import action.  

 Datalink Details entry – Provides basic information for the datalinks, such 
as the datalink name, staging form, CSV file, ARM file, log file, preferences 
entry, and DSO mapping. 

 CSV file – Contains the source data that will be imported to the intermediary 
staging form and then Effective Transported to the application form. 

 Staging form and workflow – The staging form contains the logic 
(workflow) to push data into the appropriate application form. 

 Mapping file – Contains the information that tells how to map data in the 
CSV file to a staging form. 

 Log file – Generated each time the datalink is run for an Import or Import & 
Transport action. 

 
Figure 12 - Overview of Transport datalink architecture 
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Transport Projects, Activities & Journal features 

This section provides overviews of the Transport Projects, Activities and Journal 
features. For information on how to use these tools, see the Effective Transport 
Data Management Suite for BMC Remedy User's Guide. 

Projects & Activities 

The Projects and Activities features provide data load team managers with the 
ability to simultaneously manage multiple onboarding projects for multiple 
customers.  

In the Effective Transport application, data is segmented at the Customer level; a 
set of data is visible only to those users who have access to that company's data. 
Data load team managers can use the Projects feature to further segment data 
within a Customer, and consequently, have the ability to onboard multiple data 
sets for that Customer. 

NOTE: A Customer can be any company (in the ITSM COM:Company form) that 
has a Company type of Operating Company, Customer, Service Provider, and 
the company designation of – Global –. Onboarding tasks can be run in the context 
of the – Global – customer if the data is meant to be visible to all users. 

A Transport project is defined as a collection of activities associated with a 
specific Customer. An activity is an onboarding action (Discover, Import, Review, 
Effective Transport, and Promote) and has associated Estimated and Actual 
Hours values, the time (in hours) needed to complete the activity. Data load team 
managers can create projects with the default activities that ship with Effective 
Transport or define custom activities for their particular projects.  

Data load managers can easily track the progress of a Transport project, or the 
activities that make up the project. Effective Transport uses the Estimated Hours 
and Actual Hours values to determine the Health status of each activity and the 
status of the project as a whole, and displays the results on a dashboard 
interface on the Transport Projects Console. 

NOTE: Transport projects and activities are created, edited, and monitored on 
the Transport Projects Console. See Understanding the Transport Consoles for 
more information.  

Journal 

The Journal feature provides detailed records of onboarding activities associated 
with a Customer; a Customer and Project; or a Customer, Project, and Activity.  

A journal entry is automatically generated when select onboarding actions 
(Import, Import & Transport, Transport, Promote, and scheduled onboarding 
tasks) are executed. The entries will contain information about the number of 
records that were successfully processed, the user who performed the action, 
and length of time needed to complete the process. 

Journal entries can also be added manually to provide a more complete picture 
of specific activities that have taken place (the ‘who, what, and when’) during an 
onboarding project. Manual entries can be made at any time. 

Information in journal entries can be used to validate data or to troubleshoot 
issues that occur during the data onboarding process. 
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Understanding the Transport Consoles 

Effective Transport functionality is accessed through the following three 
consoles: 

 Projects Console 

 Onboarding Console 

 Customer Data Load Console. 

Projects Console 

The Projects Console is used to access the Projects, Activities, and Journal 
features. The Projects Console provides a dashboard interface that enable data 
load team managers to easily view the status of projects and the activities that 
make up each project. Project managers can also review journal entries to 
determine what specific onboarding activities have taken place and details about 
those activities. 

 
Figure 13 –Transport Projects Console 
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Onboarding Console 

The Onboarding Console serves as the primary entry point for data loading. It 
provides a user-friendly interface for executing onboarding tasks: import & 
transport of data into the BMC Remedy applications, data validation, and 
promotion of data to remote server(s).  

NOTE: While it may be beneficial to use the Projects Console together with the 
Onboarding Console to manage onboarding activities, the Onboarding Console 
can be used alone to load, transport and promote data to BMC Remedy IT 
Service Management, Asset/Atrium CMDB, Service Request Management, and 
Service Level Management applications.  

 
Figure 14 –Transport Onboarding Console 

Custom Data Load Console 

The Custom Data Load Console provides an alternate method for onboarding 
data by allowing users to select and upload the CSV file(s) that will be used for 
data onboarding. See the following section Alternate methods for data 
onboarding for more information about Effective Transport’s Custom Data Load. 

IMPORTANT: Effective Transport ships with the Customer Data Load feature 
hidden from all users, except the AR System Administrator. The AR System 
Administrator is the only user who can see the Customer Data Load form out-of-
the-box and grant access to this Transport feature. See the Effective Transport 
Data Management Suite for BMC Remedy User's Guide for information on using 
the Customer Data Load. 
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Figure 15 - Customer Data Load  

Alternate methods for data onboarding 

In addition to the Onboarding Console, Effective Transport provides the following 
alternate methods for data onboarding: 

 Transport Jobs/Scheduling  

 Customer Data Load 

Transport Jobs/Scheduling 

The Transport Jobs feature allows data team managers to run a group of 
onboarding tasks as a single entity (a job), instead of running each onboarding 
action individually. A job consists of a group of multiple onboarding tasks—job 
items—that are frequently run together in a particular sequence. Transport jobs 
ensure that a group of onboarding tasks are run in the proper sequence. 

Effective Transport can be used to schedule jobs to run on a daily or weekly 
basis, or to run jobs in parallel. See the Effective Transport Data Management 
Suite for BMC Remedy User's Guide for information on using the Transport 
Jobs/Scheduling feature. 

Customer Data Load 

The Customer Data Load (CDL) feature enables users to select and upload the 
CSV file(s) that will be used for data onboarding; users can browse through their 
network to locate, select, and attach the CSV file that will be used for data import 
and transport. At the same time, Effective Transport’s CDL also enables Effective 
Transport administrators to restrict the users’ access to select data categories 
and onboarding tasks for greater data security and efficiencies. 

NOTE: Customer Data Load does not support data onboarding from an LDAP 
directory. 
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